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RESEARCH PAPER:RESEARCH PAPER:RESEARCH PAPER:RESEARCH PAPER: OBSESSIVE COLLECTING OBSESSIVE COLLECTING OBSESSIVE COLLECTING OBSESSIVE COLLECTING    

Meet Wanda. This is her story that she tells in the short documentary ‘’Hoarding buried Alive’’27 

:Her love for clothes and jewellery has overwhelmed her home. Wanda was spending 45 days 

straight bidding on online jewellery at eBay. She was caught up in the action and she didn’t stop to 

realize how far she was getting into debts. She’s maxed 3 credit cards out, at a value of 29.000 

dollars, that she still needs to pay of today.  

ColleColleColleCollecting & Energycting & Energycting & Energycting & Energy        

Collecting gives me so much positive energy. For me it causes excitement and inspiration. To take 

of my paper I started with some intuitive research. I asked many other people around me about 

collecting and what feeling collecting gives them. Everybody experienced collecting as positive 

energy, whether just for fun or inspiration. During my research I found an inspiring art installation 

in MOMA ‘’Waste not’’ by Song Dong 10, an art installation made up with objects obsessively 

collected by the artist his mother over half a century. I wonder why collecting can cause negative 

energy for some people, these people are called ‘’hoarders’’. I’ve got most of my information from 

internet forums where I’ve tried to participate, unfortunately no one replied to my posts.  

Documentary’s, books and websites where important and helpful source material. What I would like 

to remark is that there is so much more information available in the UK and USA. Big USA 

television shows like Oprah Winfrey26 and Dr Phil25 devote much attention to hoarding. These 

famous shows are seen all over the world. Most of the websites found are based in the UK or USA.  

 

 

 

    

    

    

    

    

                                

                                

    

    

‘’Waste not’’ installation in MOMA by Song Dong    

    

Haunting for moreHaunting for moreHaunting for moreHaunting for more    

‘’Collecting is bringing objects together by personal taste and determined themes. A collection can 

exist out of one piece or a room full with stuff, and is never complete. Maybe that’s the essence of 

collecting, haunting for more’’29.  The book ‘’Verzamelen geblazen’’29 says that collecting is a 

Western phenomenon and I agree on this. Our western civilisation is based on the commerce of 

consumption28, 29. Collecting is closely connected to this present society, you are what you have. A 

collection is a possession29. Collecting has to do with nostalgia (longing for the past) and fetishism, 

finding it hard to get rid of things29. Collectors have often parents that collect, but collecting is 

always very personal so not a continuation28, 29.  
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PossessedPossessedPossessedPossessed    

During the research I found this amazing and interesting documentary  ‘’Possessed’’ by Martin 

Hampton . 'Possessed' enters the complicated worlds of four hoarders; people whose lives are 

dominated by their relationship to possessions. Most of the hoarders fulfil their emptiness, they are 

lacking something and try to fill this lacuna with their collection28, 29, 1. Hoarding can be caused by 

searching for a replacement for the first lost love object, the mother29. That’s also the case by A. a 

single obsessive hoarder, living in isolation in his overfull apartment. In ‘’Possessed’’1 he said: ‘’It 

started when my mum died, I always feel that something is lacking about me’’ Collecting gives 

control. Objects are seen as providing a sense of security, or as a substitute for friends29, 30. 

 

 

 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 
Documentary ‘’Possessed’’ note on wall from hoarder    
    

Obsessive hoarding Obsessive hoarding Obsessive hoarding Obsessive hoarding     

Obsessive hoarding is different from collecting in several ways, most notably is that hoarders 

collect worthless items. Objects are accumulated with the sense they might be used or become 

useful someday to one's self or others28, 29.    

There are a few characterizes for obsessive hoarding that I want to describe. The first one is 

collecting worthless possessions and not being able to get rid of them. Second, hoarders use their 

living areas as store. And third: hoarders suffer and are limited in their daily lives. Obsessive 

hoarding is often associated with OCD (obsessive compulsive disorder) and goes along with social 

problems, depression, dementia 8, 17, 28, 29, 30 and can even lead to death like the famous hoarders 

‘’the Collyer brothers’’, both found death in their own rubbish. The two Collyer brothers Homer 

and Langley lived in Manhattan in isolation. They are the most famous and extreme case of 

hoarding. None of the bills owed by the Collyer's were ever paid, and this led to a shutoff of all 

utilities There was a series of booby traps throughout the house to protect their stuff and one of 

the booby traps killed Langley. Since this occurrence in 1947 compulsive hoarding has a second 

name the ‘’Collyer brothers syndrome’’9. 
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Collyer brothers (famous hoarders) 
 

S. is a feminine hoarder and tells her story in the documentary ‘’Possessed’’1, her obsession 

started after she had an accident that causes an depression. She likes to keep newspapers, hair, 

the inside of toilet roles and other things. These things can be seen as rubbish but for hoarders its 

difficult to let go of things, there are memories and emotions attached to the items1. S. can get rid 

of things, and if she does she’s fishes it out of the bin again. She realizes that she always had a bit 

of a problem, she always wanted two of every thing, one for using and one spare. She doesn’t want 

this life because she dreams of a big country house with a big minimalistic bedroom with only a bed, 

nothing else, not stuffed.  

 

    

    

    

    

    

    

                        

                        

    

    

    

    

    

 
 
Documentary ‘’Possessed’’ woman collects rubbish    
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Hoarders in the online worldHoarders in the online worldHoarders in the online worldHoarders in the online world    

 

Positive effect from internet:Positive effect from internet:Positive effect from internet:Positive effect from internet:    

The virtual world is always there, 24/7. It is a world where everything is available, also for 

hoarders. During my research I found out that most hoarders collect things that other people see 

as rubbish. For them internet is not a source to gather more stuff, but it can be helpful. Especially 

in the US hoarding gets a lot attention. Internet is the first step for recovering. There are many 

fellow sufferers that post their stories on the web, there are blogs, documentary’s and 

organisation’s who offering their help. Hoarders find recognition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Online help for hoarders 
 

Negative effect from internet:Negative effect from internet:Negative effect from internet:Negative effect from internet:    

Sometimes you see an outsider who does collect though internet like the man in the ‘’submission 

part‘’ in the documentary ‘’Possessed’’1. He ordered more than 300 mobile phones in one year.  

He didn’t understand why he was buying them all. He couldn’t even deal with all the things he 

bought that are coming in, it was to much. Everyday he was afraid for the mail, he didn’t know what 

came next, more mobile phones?   

 

 

 

 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 
Documentary ‘’Possessed’’ man ordered 300 of the same mobile phones online 
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Hoarders in virtual worlds: Hoarders in virtual worlds: Hoarders in virtual worlds: Hoarders in virtual worlds:     

Many people escape daily life by creating a second life on internet, some people see it as an 

expansion of  the real life6. People can create their own avatar, and everything is possible6 Second 

life feeds the ego of human beings6 I wonder if there are hoarders in worlds like ‘’Second life’’? In 

my research I remarked that people in second life are able to collect all the virtual goods like skin, 

hair, clothing, and many more18. What about money? Second life has his own economy. You can buy 

virtual goods with the Linden dollar, which you can buy with real money19, 20. Some people spend 

200 Euros or more to create their own avatar19. Second life is commercial and many companies 

providing their goods and services online20. As user you can participate in this process, work, and 

earn Linden Dollars. Second life can be an addiction and dominate your life19, 21. Hoarding in second 

life can be a real problem because you buy things with real money, so you get real debts. Many 

posts on blogs prove that there are hoarders in second live.. Virtual hoarders, like real life 

hoarders collecting items, store these items because they might be useful one day. They feel 

emotional attached to the items. In real life hoarding causes often isolation, self-neglecting, running 

out of space and bad-hygiene 2, 3. 4. 8, 14,. Most second life hoarders don’t have these problems, they 

are very social and it’s not about self-neglecting but self-glorification. In worse cases hoarding 

causes chaos and debts.  

 

 
Post on the second life blog:      
https://blogs.secondlife.com/community/community/support/blog/2010/01/07/ 
    

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    

‘’It’s hard to determine how many hoarders there are, because a lot of them live isolated’’8, 28. 

The virtual world can help people to recognize their problem and face it. Most hoarders collect 

things that we see as rubbish, internet doesn’t have a negative effect on them. It doesn’t mean that 

internet cannot be dangerous for hoarders, its easy to buy online, often you can pay in terms, and 

you lose overview like Wanda. So the virtual world influences hoarding in a positive and negative 

way. Documentary’s and blogs are an interesting and helpful way for researching, you get close to 

the hoarders. And when you can come so close to their lives you discover more than you ever 

thought you could find out.  
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